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There’s plenty of renewable energy!
A recent report by the International Energy Agency (IEA)[1] demonstrated how offshore
wind power alone can supply 18 times more energy than the current world supply of
electricity, including 16 times the electricity supply of Europe – with the UK better placed
than any country to marshall this resource. The need to supply ALL UK energy (not just
electricity) by 2050 (or sooner) under the ‘net zero carbon’ target could increase UK
electricity production between approximately 2.5-4.5 times (see later section on this). But this
appears to be easily obtainable from offshore wind resources alone – and of course there’s
plenty of solar power and other renewable energy sources to add to this potential. Of course
supplying less rather than more renewable energy to meet the 100 per cent target is preferable
– hence the need to choose the most energy efficient systems!
Renewable energy is cheaper than other options
The cost of renewable energy has been hurtling downwards. Around the world solar pv and
wind power are now the cheapest widely available sources of electricity. For example, last
Autumn the UK Government auctioned off some contracts to supply electricity from some
big proposed offshore windfarms, and the prices came in at £40 per MWh (2012 prices)[2] –
that’s less than half the cost of power from Hinkley C nuclear power station (£92.50 per
MWh) and also less than what it would cost to build a large scale gas fired power station.
Although developers have stopped building big fossil fuel power plant (despite getting
incentives to provide ‘capacity’) onshore wind and solar pv farms are being built without any
subsidies .
Making so-called ‘blue hydrogen’ from natural gas (through carbon capture and storage,
CCS) is sometimes suggested as a cheap means of decarbonisation – but in reality this is very
expensive if it is used to remove close to 100 per cent of the carbon[3].
Renewable energy can guarantee firm power
Intra-day variability of renewable energy can be managed through use of batteries, the cost of
which has continued to decline, and whose capacity is rapidly expanding. Batteries in electric
vehicles can be used as an effective electricity store, and the battery capacity in EVs will be
very large compared to UK electricity requirements as the number of EVs increases.
Inter-seasonal storage of energy from renewable can also be cheaply stored by converting
renewable energy, when it is excess to requirements (and thus zero or next to zero in cost),
into energy carriers such as compressed air or ammonia (and other possibilities). Many days
worth of UK renewable electricity supply can be stored for long periods using such means
and then used to generate when needed by using concerted gas engines, gas turbines or fuel
cells. Siemens has already piloted a relevant system using ammonia[4].

How much energy do we need?
According to a study done by Imperial College (commissioned by the Committee on Climate
Change) the UK economy would need (for the bulk of purposes) around 700 TWh of
electricity if electricity was mostly used to supply UK energy demand using energy efficient
buildings and appliances[5]. Heat pumps (powered by electricity) , which feature prominently
in such models, will use electricity several times more efficiently than hydrogen substituted
for natural gas. Electric vehicles will also use renewable energy much more efficiently
compared to hydrogen powered vehicles. Additionally some ‘niche’ uses of hydrogen
(converted from renewable electricity through electrolysis) may include long term storage
(through ammonia production), industry and HGVs and bring UK energy demand up to about
800 TWh a year. If hydrogen, from renewable energy, was used to substitute for natural gas
for around half of current gas heating (rather than use heat pumps) then energy demand be
more like around 1050 TWh, or 1300 TWh if all heating was supplied by hydrogen [6]. This
compares to UK electricity generation in 2018 of 333 TWh[7]. This difference illustrates the
need to have energy efficient buildings powered as much as possible by heat pumps!
However, these caluclations excludes aviation, which could add 200 TWh or more to total
UK energy use. Aviation could be run on synthetic fuels manufactured by using renewable
electricity to power direct air capture, a rather inefficient process, or whether some aviation
could be powered more efficiently by electricity and batteries.
Hence total UK energy demand is, under a plausible energy efficiency scenario, likely to be
anything from around 1000 TWh to over 1500 TWh depending on whether hydrogen was
used as a ‘niche’ or mainstream energy carrier and depending on the way that aviation was
powered.
However, it is also clear that there is easily enough resources of renewable energy resources
to supply this quantity of energy demand.
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